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and more practically effective.
Warfare in Poland was very different from fighting
in the west. Cavalry were more useful than the trenches
of Flanders. There was the natural prejudice against
foreign officers. There was the language difficulty, the
delays caused by interpreting. The French lacked ac-
quaintance .with local conditions* All in all, General
Weygand was wise not to accept the supreme command.
In the most critical days his role was passive.
"He (Weygand) declared very justly and with much good
sense," writes Pilsudski, "that the command of troops so
rapidly formed as ours, when he was ignorant of their real
value and of the chiefs, of what one could demand of them,
was for him impossible. That is why he contented himself
with expressing theoretical judgments and, so far as con-
cerned me, abstained from exerting the least pressure on my
decisions and resolutions, such as they were."
For three days conferences went on at the offices of
the Polish General Staff. They all agreed, Poles, French,
English, that a defense, foot by foot, on the present front
would lead to nothing. A counter-offensive was neces-
sary, like that of Joffre at the Marne; and General
Weygand proposed duplicating the plan of Marshal
Foch—using the Vistula which formed a natural obsta-
cle, reorganizing the troops behind it, with new levies
and volunteers, and then a vigorous attack from the left
wing near ModliiL Pilsudski thought this could not be
done successfully, either at Modlin or at Warsaw, with
the total force of the enemy opposing.
The others talked and talked while Pilsudski listened,
To Weygand he seemed a leader of grim manner, taci-
turn, looking in upon himself for guidance. The English
diarist wrote:
"Pilsudski is a pronounced sceptic about orthodox methods,
in military affairs as in political. He loves danger. He
claims in actual fighting his methods, though unusual and not
conforming to textbook practice, have always proved success-

